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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds Getting to Know You

Create a leaflet that will educate future gardeners about 
wildlife in the garden.  

Which animals 
and minibeasts 

should be 
encouraged to 

stay?

How can 
farmers keep 
their fields 

naturally pest 
free?

 Which are
pests? 

  What do you 
think about using 

chemicals to 
control weeds and 
insects that could 
harm the crop?

We don’t all learn 
the same way. Some 

of us learn by 
playing, creating, 

using our body, some 
by reading and some 

by watching.

www.makemoreofsalad.com

These Activities are designed for all
types of learners. Are you…

• Word smart
• Art smart
• number smart
• Body smart
• People smart
• Nature smart
Learn about salad in YOUR smartest way!

Our website is packed with information to provide 
children with facts about eating healthily.  These 
open ended activities can be used for class or 
home based learning.  They are activity prompts to 
use across the curriculum designed with Multiple 
Intelligence Based Learning in mind.

visit: Makemoreofsalad.com/whatwegrow
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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds Lettuce! Encium! Salat!

Make a list of your favourite salad ingredients and translate 
them into another language.  Is it similar to the English word? 
Practise using these new words and teach them to a friend!

visit: www.indifferentlanguages.com
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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds Field of Dreams

Draw an aerial view of the field.  Use labels and text boxes 
to explain the features of your field.

read: Growing Salad  watch: Caring for the Environment video

Imagine you are flying 
over a field which has 

been designed 
especially to grow 
lettuce successfully.  
What would this field 

look like? Thinking point:  
What would be the 

challenges of 
growing lettuce in 

the UK?

?

How do you say
lettuce in other 

languages?
Search the internet.

?

?

?
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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds Lovely Leaves!

Grab a leaf of lettuce or two and your sharpest pencil.  
Take some time to study the bends and curves of the leaf 
and have a go at sketching it. (Make sure you don’t 
nibble it away before your work of art is complete!)
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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds Dressed for Success

Experiment to create the perfect dressing.  When you get the 
perfect ratio, write it down and make it for your family and friends.

A lettuce leaf is a 
work of beauty.  The 

vein structure and shape 
of the leaf can be 

delicate and complex.  

2:2:2:1?

3:2:1:1?
A salad dressing is like a 
sauce for leaves! It can 

make an average salad great 
(think ketchup on a burger!) 
The ratio of ingredients is 
key – not enough is boring, 

too much is disgusting.
Experimenting
with ratio

and proportion
olive oil balsamic
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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds Pass it on!
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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds Food Show Episode…Take One!

Work in a group to present 
an  episode of a food show.  
The special guest is Caesar 
Cardini, preparing his famous 
Caesar Salad.  Chat about 
ingredients, flavours and 

presentation as he “makes” the 
salad. Watch a clip of a food 

show for inspiration.

Write a story with pictures 
for someone smaller than 
you!  Tell the story of 
how a little seed is 

planted and how it grows 
into the lettuce we buy in 
the supermarket and eat 

to stay healthy!

why not 
make your 
own comic 

storyboard?

visit: Makemoreofsalad.com/whatwegrow  read: Famous Recipes  
watch: Caring for the Environment video
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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds Talk the Talk
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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds A Gentle Reminder
visit: Makemoreofsalad.com/whatwegrow  read: Salad Tips 

Here’s a list of words you’ll 
want to add to your 

vocabulary.  You’ll sound really 
smart and you’ll understand 

what it takes to get the lettuce 
you love to eat onto your 

plate. Look up the words you 
do not know.

Look after your 
leaves and they 
will look after 
a healthy you! 

Teach everyone in your house how to keep leaves fresh and 
tasty in the chillbox by designing a poster to keep on the fridge.

Thinking point:  Did you 
know that bananas will 
ripen other fruit and 

vegetables if you put them 
in a bag together. They 
emit a chemical called 

ethylene, (which works a 
bit like kryptonite does

on Superman!)

Challenge:
Explain to someone 

how salad leaves are 
grown.  Use  the    

technical vocabulary 
you have learned.

visit: Makemoreofsalad.com/whatwegrow  read: Growing Salads

Crops
Imported

Commercially
Speciality

Yield
Harvest
Bolting
Acre

wholehead
Babyleaf

Sow
Climate
Variety
Retailer
Producer

?

?

?

?

?

?
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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds how big is?
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Super Sa�dsSuper Sa�dsSuper Sa�ds Where in the World?

Choose a country or region of the world and research what types of 
salad are eaten. Find a recipe and write it down (ingredients and 
method) Compose an introduction for the salad.

Salads are an important 
part of food traditions 
around the world.  We 
have learned about the 
Caesar, Waldorf and 

Niçoise salads that are 
well known world wide… 

but there are many more!
Think about…

Why do you think this 
recipe is special to 

the region?  
Would it be easy to 
make this recipe in 

our country?

visit: Makemoreofsalad.com/whatwegrow  read: Famous Recipes

How big is an acre?
If you have space, pace out 63m2 
and stand at each corner. See how 
long it takes to run around it.

Imagine taking care of the lettuce 
in this space. If a farmer can grow 
16 heads of lettuce in one square 
metre estimate how many plants 
there would be in one acre?

There are 2.5 acres 
in a hectare. How 
many heads of 

lettuce would there 
be in one hectare?

?


